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Re-arranging with Railfence
with Laura Kemshall

Multi-coloured hand dyed fabrics can be the eye-catching stars of the show. They’re 
always the most tempting to try to dye, or to buy. Such striking fabrics can be hard to 
integrate into a quilt, or maybe they’re just so gorgeous you don’t want to cut them 
up for fear of squandering them! So what’s the answer? A Re-arranged Railfence!

To make a quilt top like mine here’s what you’ll need:
A single piece of hand dyed fabric. Look for one that has lots of areas of different 
colours. My piece was approximately 60” x 40”. If your fabric isn’t so wide you’ll need 
a bit more yardage. This size of fabric will be enough to make a quilt top measuring 
32” square.

Rotary cutter, ruler and mat
Sewing machine and coordinating thread for piecing (I used a neutral to avoid having 
to change colour too often).

What to do:
If required, reserve some fabric for binding. I cut three 1½” strips across the width 
(60”) which will be plenty.
Using your rotary cutter and ruler slice up your fabric into 4½” strips. Turn each strip 
90° and cut into 1½” pieces. Repeat to cut up all the fabric. You’ll have a big pile 
of strips each measuring 4½ x 1½”. These are small strips, but that allows you to 
fragment the fabric into separate colours.

Sort the strips! Divide all of the cut pieces into piles of similar strips. You might have 
lots of piles or just a few depending on your fabric. 

Railfence blocks are constructed by sewing four strips together along the long sides. 
From the same pile take four strips to make a block. You’ll get best results making 
your blocks from strips from the same pile or neighbouring best near colour pile. 
Sew with an accurate ¼” seam and press carefully. You’ll need to make 64 blocks. It 
sounds a lot but they’re quick to sew!

Compose an arrangment of the blocks. Don’t forget to place the blocks alternating by 
90°. How will you place the blocks? Will you arrange them randomly, will you place 
similar blocks together, will you try to create a pattern such as a checkerboard? Try 
different options, take a photo of each and compare. When you’re happy, sew the 
blocks together and you’re done!


